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Abstract

In NLP, Event Coreference Resolution (ECR)
is the task of connecting event clusters that refer
to the same underlying real-life event, usually
via neural systems. In this work, we investigate
using abductive free-text rationales (FTRs) gen-
erated by modern autoregressive LLMs as dis-
tant supervision of smaller student models for
cross-document coreference (CDCR) of events.
We implement novel rationale-oriented event
clustering and knowledge distillation methods
for event coreference scoring that leverage en-
riched information from the FTRs for improved
CDCR without additional annotation or ex-
pensive document clustering. Our model us-
ing coreference-specific knowledge distillation
achieves SOTA B3 F1 on the ECB+ and GVC
corpora and we establish a new baseline on
the AIDA Phase 1 corpus. Our code can be
found at https://github.com/csu-signal/
llama_cdcr.

1 Introduction

Event Coreference Resolution (ECR) is the task of
connecting mentions that refer to the same under-
lying real-life event. Since descriptions of similar
events often use similar words in similar context,
systems can achieve strong baseline performance
simply by comparing the lemmas of the event trig-
gers (Bugert et al., 2021a; Nath et al., 2023).

However, most ECR datasets contain many event
pairs that might be coreferent despite different lem-
mas, or non-coreferent despite similar lemmas or
tokens. Consider this example: "Video of Brooklyn
woman’s fatal shooting is played at trial of two
men charged in rooftop gunplay." The lexical simi-
larity in the event triggers is misleading since they
are actually not coreferent. Typical heuristic-based
systems fail in such cases if the decision is made at
the event pair level.

Intuitively, a human might solve a challeng-
ing coreference problem by engaging in a step-
by-step "inner monologue" that reasons about the

context, participants, actions, locations, etc., in
both events (Bershon, 1992; Alderson-Day and
Fernyhough, 2015). Recent works like Instruct-
GPT (Ouyang et al., 2022) have shown that gener-
ative large language models (LLMs) can engage in
Chain-of-Thought reasoning, a kind of step-by-step
reasoning that appears human-like. Such models
have also demonstrated abductive reasoning capa-
bilities about relations between events (Zhao et al.,
2023b; Ravi et al., 2023) and zero-shot resolution
abilities in various coreference benchmarks like
CoNLL-2012 and ECB+ (Yang et al., 2022; Le and
Ritter, 2023).

In this paper, we seek to model such an inner-
monologue or a step-by-step reasoning process in
an event coreference system. We augment existing
coreference corpora using a novel instruction-based
zero-shot prompting framework (Kojima et al.,
2023) that guides a generative LLM to produce
outputs displaying abductive reasoning about the
coreference samples therein.

These intermediate reasoning steps, consolidated
into free-text rationales (FTRs) for the coreference
labels of the mention pairs, are then used to guide
a two-stage modeling procedure. We first perform
"Rationale-Oriented Event Clustering (ROEC)" by
directly optimizing a "student" model to encode
cluster-level information in the coreference graph.
Since the generated rationales comes from a dis-
parate model distribution, we simultaneously align
event pairs with their corresponding FTRs in the
student model’s latent space. We then use the opti-
mized student distribution as our backbone encoder,
which learns coreference probabilities of event
pairs by jointly optimizing the task-supervision
component with additional supervision from the
generative LLM "teacher" distribution using the
rationales as soft labels. Our novel contributions
are:

• A method for augmenting coreference datasets
with evidence for decisions using FTRs from
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state-of-the-art generative LLMs;

• A novel clustering method to align these ratio-
nales with corresponding event pairs;

• A novel optimization framework for distill-
ing contextual cues from these rationales into
smaller encoder models using a customized
loss function.

Rationales provide an additional soft supervi-
sory signal through which we train the student
model with additional information about contex-
tual cues for event coreference, but are not required
at inference, increasing our approach’s generaliz-
ability. We evaluate our method on three event
CDCR corpora: Event Coreference Bank Plus
(ECB+), the Gun Violence Corpus (GVC), and
AIDA Phase 1. Our method achieves state-of-the-
art B3 score on ECB+ and GVC, and sets a novel
performance baseline on AIDA Phase 1, without
a document clustering step as used in many other
methods. We perform detailed ablations of individ-
ual components of our method and evaluate how
each one contributes to the final performance. Our
code, weights, and FTR sets are available at https:
//github.com/csu-signal/llama_cdcr.

2 Related Work

Event CDCR Most previous works in CDCR ad-
dress the challenge of pairing across documents
with a document clustering step that reduces the
search space for potential candidates and ensures
tractability of pairwise computations (Lee et al.,
2012; Yang et al., 2015; Choubey and Huang, 2017;
Cattan et al., 2021; Caciularu et al., 2021; Yu et al.,
2022). However, preprocessing with document
clustering misses a non-trivial amount of corefer-
ring pairs between clusters (Cremisini and Fin-
layson, 2020). Bugert et al. (2020) also demon-
strate that this tends to overfit CDCR systems to cor-
pora like ECB+ (Cybulska and Vossen, 2014), that
have unrealistic lexical distinction between topics,
thus reducing systems’ generalizability to corpora
with more referential ambiguity (e.g., GVC; Vossen
et al. (2018)). Held et al. (2021) avoid document
clustering by modeling discourse focus at the men-
tion level, and Ahmed et al. (2023) leverage heuris-
tics that capture discourse-level lemmatic features.

While Held et al. (2021) also suggest using
knowledge distillation techniques (Gou et al., 2021)
to enhance pairwise computations even further, us-
ing a heuristic allows us to approach knowledge

distillation using a single encoder to model both
cluster-level and pairwise signals without using
separate encoders for candidate retrieval and can-
didate scoring. In line with this, we use Ahmed
et al. (2023)’s heuristic-based approach for candi-
date generation during training and inference.

Abductive Reasoning and Free-Text Rationales
Previous work on abductive reasoning in coref-
erence resolution has used rule-based and entity-
specific approaches, with causal relations between
events only appearing as supporting evidence for
the coreference decision (Raina et al., 2005; In-
oue et al., 2012; Yamamoto et al., 2015). Zhao
et al. (2023b) and Bhagavatula et al. (2019) explore
Bayesian methods to model the plausibility of ab-
ductive explanations and suggest mutual exclusiv-
ity of such explanations. The rise of autoregressive
general-purpose LLMs have inspired works like
Ho et al. (2022), Snell et al. (2022), Shridhar et al.
(2023), Narang et al. (2020), Sun et al. (2022), and
Rajani et al. (2019), which use LLM-generated
FTRs for NLI tasks like commonsense reasoning,
for both training and inference. Wiegreffe et al.
(2021) and West et al. (2022) explore knowledge
distillation techniques using such FTRs and sug-
gest evaluation frameworks to assess their quality.
Ahmed et al. (2024a,b) explores the capabilities
of LLMs like GPT-4 in generating argumental and
temporal information between entities in order to
augment the annotation process in event corefer-
ence corpora like ECB+.

Research in cognitive psychology (Alderson-
Day and Fernyhough, 2015) suggests that a well-
developed "inner monologue" is crucial for differ-
ent aspects of problem-solving, often as a "working
memory" or a cognitive rehearsal tool (Sokolov,
2012). Ravi et al. (2023) use this strategy for tem-
poral reasoning in GPT-3-generated FTRs to im-
prove coreference computations. However, due to
the black-box nature of LLMs like GPT-3, their
method assumes the FTRs themselves as the com-
plete knowledge, with no access to the LLM’s in-
ternal distribution. In contrast, our research uses
an open-weight LLM both to generate step-by-step
FTRs with reasoning about coreference, and so that
we can access the underlying model distribution.

3 Method

Our method for event coreference resolution con-
sists of three parts: 1) Using curated zero-shot
instructions specifying the ECR task, we gener-
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Figure 1: Schematic system overview: Step-by-step FTRs resembling an "inner-monologue" are generated using an
LLM (teacher model) conditioned on the gold coreference label. FTRs are then clustered along with event pairs to
optimize the student’s latent space (ROEC). The optimized student learns further coreference-specific contextual
cues in the rationales from the teacher’s latent space. Arrows show the gradient flow during training from the teacher
(blue) and student (green) during the ROEC (dashed) and knowledge distillation (dotted) phases, respectively. Solid
black line indicates inference samples, which include no rationale text or signal from the teacher model. Letters a-i
in the ROEC block represent distinct event mentions, and the colors represent an event cluster (such that all the blue
circles cluster together). "R" represents a set of rationales that justify the linking of different mentions in a single
cluster.

ate abductive rationales from a generative LLM
teacher model; 2) We implement a Rationale-Ori-
ented Event Clustering (ROEC) procedure that cal-
ibrates the student model distribution with gold-
standard event clusters while drawing distant super-
vision from the previously-generated event-specific
rationales; 3) We train the student model along with
a frozen teacher distribution to model coreference
probabilities of sampled event pairs.

Fig. 1 provides a schematic of our approach. In
this paper, we use LLaMA 2-7B-Chat (Touvron
et al., 2023) for the teacher model and Longformer-
base (Beltagy et al., 2020) for the student model.

3.1 Datasets

We evaluate our method across three English event
CDCR corpora with varying levels of referential
ambiguity and difficulty.

Event Coreference Bank Plus (ECB+) Most
prior works in event CDCR have evaluated on
ECB+ (Cybulska and Vossen, 2014) due to the wide
variety of topics that it covers. The lexica used in
different ECB+ topics are largely distinct, leading
to less overall ambiguity (Bugert et al., 2020). We
follow Cybulska and Vossen (2015)’s approach for
training, validation and testing splits.

Gun Violence Corpus (GVC) The GVC (Vossen
et al., 2018) contains annotated events specifically
in the domain of gun violence. The similar lexicon
across event mentions leads to a high referential
ambiguity. This tends toward coreference chains
with a more realistic (i.e., non-Zipfian) distribution
of events in text descriptions. This makes GVC
more challenging especially in a CDCR setting.
We use the splits from Bugert et al. (2021a).

AIDA Phase 1 The AIDA Phase 1 corpus
(Tracey et al., 2022) consists specifically of events
in the domain of the Russia-Ukraine conflict, which
are annotated based on their potential for conflict-
ing perspectives.1 This corpus’s test set is larger
than its training set, which makes it additionally
challenging. To the best of our knowledge, the only
evaluation to date performed on this dataset was
performed by members of our team (Nath et al.,
2024). As before, we follow the splits from Tracey
et al. (2022).

3.2 Event Coreference Rationale Generation
We define rationale generation with LLMs as an
abductive reasoning problem (Paul, 1993). Given
a pair of event mentions and their contexts as an

1The data is available from the Linguistic Data Consortium
under catalog number LDC2019E77.



observation (e1 and e2) and the coreference gold
label as an outcome (g), the LLM should gener-
ate the most probable hypothesis or rationale (r∗),
where:

r∗ = argmax
ri

P
(
R = ri | e1, e2, g

)
(1)

We assume mutual exclusivity of rationales (Gor-
don and Hobbs, 2017), such that one plausible ra-
tionale automatically excludes other rationales for
an event mention pair. This allows us to rewrite
Equation 1 using Bayes Rule conditioned on the
gold standard (g) as:

P (R | e1, e2, g) ∝ P (g | e1, e2, R) · P (R | e1, e2) (2)

Since the gold coreference labels are meant to
be the ground truth, we have:

P (R | e1, e2, g) ∝ P (R | e1, e2) (3)

We use gold coreference labels in our prompts
to guide rationale generation. This establishes a
one-to-one map2 between an event mention pair
and its rationale while also reducing the cost (com-
putational or otherwise) associated with additional
hypothesis generation.

Rationales are generated with LLaMA 2-7B-
Chat (Touvron et al., 2023), a foundation model
fine-tuned for "human-like" conversation. LLaMA
2’s open-weight nature means the model distribu-
tion remains accessible. Since the model is oth-
erwise not fine-tuned for event coreference, we
prompt the language model to ground its rationale
to event coreference-specific arguments such as par-
ticipants, times, entities, and locations. This pro-
vides event-specific context that grounds the output
to the event mention pair. This assures mutual
exclusivity and provides information that can be
used in representational learning techniques (Murty
et al., 2020; Kenyon-Dean et al., 2018) for align-
ing or "interpreting" an event mention within the
context of a rationale. For sampling, we use a tem-
perature parameter of 0.7 for randomness and a
top-p of 0.9 to ensure diversity in the tokens. We
constrain generation to a maximum of 512 tokens.
See Fig. 2 for prompt formatting, and Table 1 for
our rationale dataset statistics. These rationales or
intermediate reasoning steps are then used to guide
the other two stages of our procedure (Secs. 3.4 &
3.5).

2Coreference annotation typically relies on a structured
knowledge base to minimize this set of plausible hypothe-
ses (Vossen et al., 2018; Tracey et al., 2022).

Figure 2: Prompt format for inner monologue-based
FTR generation conditioned on the gold label (under-
lined). <m> and </m> demarcate the event triggers.

3.3 Descriptive Statistics of Generated
Rationales

Corpus

ECB+ GVC AIDA

# Event Pairs 41,334 80,060 17,306
# Total Tokens 12.3M 24.5M 5.3M
# Unique Tokens 12.2k 13.0k 7.5k
Avg. Token Length 4.7 4.6 4.8
Avg. Tokens/FTR 300 305 310
Self-BLEU .77 (.66) .82 (.75) .79 (.78)

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of generated inner
monologue-based free text rationales (FTRs) for ECB+,
GVC, and AIDA Phase 1 at the corpus level. Self-
BLEU scores of the gold coreference mentions are
shown within parentheses.

In order to assess the diversity and the unique-
ness of the generated rationales, we also conducted
a lexical diversity analysis at the token and n-gram
level. LLM-generated explanations typically tend
to be less diverse and unique compared to human-
written examples (Welleck et al., 2019; West et al.,
2022). We did not collect a large sample of human-
generated rationales to compare to, but while a
token-level diversity can provide an estimate of the
exact lexical distribution in the rationales, a "softer"
estimation can be drawn using the Self-BLEU (Zhu
et al., 2018) metric. This gives us an idea of how
similar rationales are amongst themselves at the
n-gram level (higher value means more similar).

We report Self-BLEU scores for generated ra-
tionales for each corpus using a 10% random sam-
pling with a fixed seed. Table 1 shows that lex-
ical uniqueness (unique tokens) is likely a func-
tion of the overall lexical distinctness of the corpus



and not directly proportional to the cardinality of
the full token set. For instance, ECB+ has almost
twice the proportion of unique tokens to total to-
ken count when compared to GVC. Additionally,
Self-BLEU scores of the corresponding gold coref-
erence mentions (drawn directly from the corpora)
are generally lower than those of FTR sets. More
soft-uniqueness or n-gram diversity in the gold
mentions could be due to the step-by-step nature
of abductive reasoning where multiple angles of
reasoning, and therefore wording, can co-occur
with similar context. We also conducted a human
evaluation of the FTRs across various markers of
fidelity and quality motivated by (Wiegreffe et al.,
2022). Appendix E contains details of the human
evaluation component.

3.4 Rationale Oriented Event Clustering
(ROEC)

We perform "Rationale-Oriented Event Clustering"
(ROEC) by directly optimizing the student model to
encode cluster-level information in the coreference
graph. Since the generated rationales come from a
disparate model distribution, we align event pairs
with their corresponding rationales in the student
model’s latent space.

Positive training samples consist of all mention
pairs belonging to the same coreference cluster.
When collecting negative samples, we want to
avoid overwhelming the training distribution with
non-coreferent pairs, which constitute most of any
CDCR corpus. Since a rationale is assumed to be
a supporting hypothesis for a specific event men-
tion pair, as opposed to any other pair or at the
cluster level, minimizing the search space is cru-
cial, especially without a document-clustering step.
As such, we sample negative pairs using the non-
oracle heuristic from Ahmed et al. (2023) with a
low-threshold of 0.05. This heuristic, depending
on the threshold, selectively retrieves hard negative
pairs using a cache of synonymous lemma pairs
occurring in the coreference chains. Since ECB+
and GVC contain almost no inter-cluster corefer-
ents (Held et al., 2021), this makes the process of
generating negative samples tractable and avoids
non-informative inter-cluster candidates.

We encode an event mention pair (e1, e2) into a
common representation −→p by extracting the [CLS]
token representation of the concatenated input from
the last hidden layer of the student model. We en-
code the supporting rationale −→r similarly in the

student. For training, we use a joint-optimization
framework: a cross-entropy based cluster loss
(Lcluster) (Eq. 4) to predict the cluster label of
the event pairs, and a cosine-distance based loss
(Lrationale) (Eq. 5) with a tuned weight penalty (λ)
to align the vector embeddings for the rationales to
those of the corresponding event pairs. For training
batch size m, total number of clusters3 N , pre-
dicted cluster probabilities ŷi, and ground truth
cluster vector yi, we minimize a joint-optimization
loss given by Eq. 6, with components (Eq. 4) and
(Eq. 5):

Lcluster = − 1

m

m∑
i=1

N+1∑
n=1

yi · log(ŷi) (4)

Lrationale (
−→p ,−→r ) =

m∑
i=1

(
1−

−→pi · −→ri
∥−→pi∥ ∥−→ri ∥

)
(5)

L = Lcluster + λLrationale (6)

3.5 Coreference Knowledge Distillation
We use the optimized student model from the pre-
vious step as the backbone encoder. Our classi-
fier then learns coreference probabilities of event
pairs by optimizing the task-supervision compo-
nent against gold labels while simultaneously align-
ing the student distribution with the teacher model
representations of the rationales as soft labels. We
optimize a "knowledge distillation loss" given by
Eq. 7.

LKD = Ltask + λ1Lattention + λ2Lpooled (7)

We estimate the regularization parameters with
a grid search over the validation set. We find λ1

= 1 and λ2 = 0.01 to work best for student model
convergence. Each individual component is defined
as follows.

Task Component This uses a pairwise scorer
framework (Caciularu et al., 2021) to train the stu-
dent model. Document pairs containing the individ-
ual event-trigger spans are encoded in the student
model into a common representation that consists
of the [CLS] representation of the document pair
and the attention components of representations e1
and e2 as well as of Hadamard product e1 ⊙ e2.

3Following Kenyon-Dean et al. (2018), we cluster all sin-
gletons into a single dummy label. Following Rahman and
Ng (2009), negative pairs are assigned to this N + 1th class in
Lcluster (Eq. 4).



This common representation is then fed into the
classification layer (multi-layer perceptron) of the
student model to estimate coreference probabilities.
For this task-specific supervision, we minimize the
binary cross-entropy loss, Ltask:

Ltask = − 1

m

m∑
i=1

(yi · log ŷi + (1− yi) · log (1− ŷi))

(8)

where y and ŷ are the true and predicted corefer-
ence probabilities in a sample batch of size m.

Distillation with Rationales For the distant
supervision-based distillation, aligning the student
(S) and teacher (T ) distributions is carried out with
the rationales (R) encoded across the attention
states (R∗

a) and the last hidden states (R∗
h).

Attention Loss Transformer-based language
models like BERT tend to capture high-level lin-
guistic knowledge, including coreference signals,
in their attention states, distributed across the vari-
ous heads (Clark et al., 2019). To align the attention
states, we minimize the squared L2 norm between
the final-layer attention representations of the ratio-
nales as encoded in the student (RS

a ) and teacher
(RT

a ). Motivated by Jiao et al. (2020), we apply a
mapping function (f(i) = i+H−h; 0 < i ≤ h)
from student attention head indices to teacher
heads, where the ith student head sources super-
vision from the f(i)th teacher head. H and h rep-
resent the total number of attention heads in the
teacher and the student, respectively. For instance,
the first student attention head is mapped to teacher
attention head (1 + H - h). Therefore,

Lattention =

h∑
i=1

∥RS
ai

−RT
af(i)

∥22 (9)

Hidden-state Loss Similarly, here we extract
the final-layer pooled rationale representations
from the student and teacher, and minimize the
squared L2 norm between them. A learnable lin-
ear projection matrix W T−→S is used to project
the teacher’s 4096D hidden representation into the
student’s 768D latent space, resulting in:

Lpooled = ∥RS
h −RT

hW T−→S∥22 (10)

4 Experiments

Ablations We evaluate four different variants
of our model, to establish how each component
contributes to final performance. 1) Longpaired

establishes a baseline using no ROEC or knowl-
edge distillation. This resembles traditional rep-
resentational learning systems that leverage nat-
ural language rationales. We implement Murty
et al. (2020)’s method and "pair" rationales with
the corresponding event mentions by extracting
the [CLS] token representation from the pairwise
scorer framework which is trained using a simple
BCE loss. 2) Long+ROEC,-KD includes ROEC opti-
mization with additional training with a task-spe-
cific BCE loss (Ltask). 3) Long-ROEC,+KD excludes
ROEC but includes coreference knowledge distilla-
tion. 4) Long+ROEC,+KD uses both components.

Training Parameters For training the ROEC
phase (Sec. 3.4), we use an Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a batch size
of 40 and a model learning rate of 1e − 5 for 20
epochs. For training coreference knowledge distil-
lation (Sec. 3.5) we use a smaller batch size of 16
to ensure optimal performance. We use a model
learning rate of 1e− 5 and a classifier learning rate
of 1e − 3 and train for 10 epochs. We use a sin-
gle NVIDIA A100 GPU for training both phases.
ROEC and coreference knowledge distillation take
roughly 20 minutes and 45 minutes, respectively,
for a training a single epoch.

Inference and Evaluation We follow a simple
connected components-based clustering approach
at inference to generate coreference chains. No
FTRs are included in the input to the model at
inference time. We score candidate pairs with
only the gold coreference labels using our corefer-
ence knowledge-enhanced model (Sec. 3.5). These
scores are then used to construct an affinity graph
to identify connected components using a thresh-
old of 0.5. Thereafter, the generated coreference
chains are evaluated against the gold clusters to
calculate final coreference metrics. Following Held
et al. (2021), we focus on the B3 metric, which is
sensitive to incorrectly clustered singletons.

5 Results

Table 2 shows evaluation results over the ECB+,
GVC, and AIDA test sets. Results provided are sin-
gle runs after robust hyperparameter tuning on the
validation sets. We compare our method (with ab-
lations) to relevant previous baselines, focusing on
the B3 metric as mentioned above. Since we pre-
process according to Ahmed et al. (2023)’s heuris-
tic that samples from a cache of coreferent lemma



pairs built only over the training set (see Sec. 2), we
compare to their results reported using this heuris-
tic. Appendix C shows results according to other
common coreference metrics.

To demonstrate that a generative LLM alone
does not perform equivalently, we compare to zero-
shot results from LLaMA 2-7B-Chat (our teacher
model) and GPT-3.5-Turbo. These models were
prompted to provide a single-word (yes/no) answer
to whether or not the events given in the prompt
are coreferent. Prompt format is a slight variant of
that given for rationale generation in Fig. 2. See
Appendix D for more details.

B3

Methods ECB+ GVC AIDA

Bugert et al. (2021a) - 59.4 -
Cattan et al. (2021) 81.0 - -
Caciularu et al. (2021) 85.6 - -
Held et al. (2021) 85.7 83.7 -
Ahmed et al. (2023) 82.4 77.7 -
LLaMA 2-7B-Chat 77.7 53.5 47.8
GPT-3.5-Turbo 79.8 49.6 56.0
Longpaired 81.8 75.3 58.1
Long+ROEC,-KD 85.9 80.6 61.2
Long-ROEC,+KD 84.4 82.5 61.5
Long+ROEC,+KD 86.8 84.3 64.5

Table 2: B3 F1 results using our coreference knowl-
edge distillation framework on the ECB+, GVC and the
AIDA Phase 1 test sets.

Our best model, using both ROEC and knowl-
edge distillation, outperforms previous baselines
on both ECB+ (+1.1 B3 F1) and GVC (+0.6 B3

F1), as well as zero-shot LLaMA 2-7B-Chat and
GPT-3.5-Turbo. AIDA Phase 1 is a new, challeng-
ing dataset, where we establish a new baseline.
Long+ROEC,+KD learns from the teacher distribu-

tion, but we find it significantly outperforms both
the zero-shot teacher model (LLaMA 2-7B-Chat)
and the much larger GPT-3.5-Turbo. Without task-
specific finetuning, general purpose models tend to
under-perform in reasoning-based tasks compared
to smaller fine-tuned variants (Ho et al., 2022), but
our results suggest that the teacher-generated ra-
tionales contain useful information for coreference
decisions, such that when they are conditioned on
the gold label, the distilled knowledge optimizes
the task-based encoder for better performance, de-
spite such larger models performing poorly in a
zero-shot setting (Wiegreffe et al., 2022).

5.1 Ablation Tests
When we ablate the knowledge distillation compo-
nent, we find that adding KD to a model that only

performs ROEC (Long+ROEC,-KD) boosts perfor-
mance by +0.9 B3 F1 (ECB+), +3.7 B3 F1 (GVC)
and +3.3 B3 F1 (AIDA). This further attests to the
informativeness of the generated FTRs.

Performing ROEC alone results in a 3–5
B3 F1 performance boost compared to the
simple paired representation learning approach
(Longpaired). Adding KD on top of that boosts
performance more on the GVC and AIDA corpora
than on ECB+. This suggests that the knowledge
distillation component that sources task-specific
supervision from the teacher brings an additional
performance gain when there is more referential
ambiguity, as in GVC, or conflicting event descrip-
tions, as in AIDA Phase 1. In ECB+, topics are
lexically distinct which results in rationales for a
given topic having a similar lexical distribution.
This suggests that when ROEC alone boosts per-
formance more than KD alone, it is likely due to
the nature of the corpus. This is consistent with
Bugert et al. (2021a)’s observation that CDCR sys-
tems with document clustering tend to overfit to
the structure and link distribution of ECB+ largely
due to its lexical distinctions between topics.

6 Discussion

We ran Ahmed et al. (2023)’s pipeline over the
same data and compared where their method and
ours make different decisions on ECB+ and GVC
samples. Since we use the same preprocessing
here, this compares the performance of the two
pairwise discriminators used: plain Longformer vs.
our knowledge-enhanced version.

ECB+ GVC

Long+ROEC,+KD Long Long+ROEC,+KD Long

# pos. 825 (3506) 11 (3506) 470 (2633) 20 (2633)
# neg. 483 (2041) 334 (2041) 428 (6768) 70 (6768)

Table 3: Number of positive (coreferent) and negative
samples, per dataset, on which the indicated model suc-
ceeded and the other failed. Total number of pairs of the
given label in each dataset is shown in parentheses.

Table 3 shows the comparative error analy-
sis. Long+ROEC,+KD succeeds at linking corefer-
ent ECB+ pairs that plain Longformer fails on 75x
as often as the reverse (825 to 11). The margin
is 23.5x on GVC. While the margin is lower on
non-coreferring samples, Long+ROEC,+KD is still a
substantially stronger performer than plain Long-
former here as well.



Figure 3: Distribution of mentions correctly resolved by
the indicated model vs. cluster size.

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of mentions cor-
rectly resolved by the indicated model as a function
of cluster size in the two corpora. Long+ROEC,+KD
is nearly globally more successful at making coref-
erence links, and disparities grow as cluster size
increases. This effect is seen in both corpora but is
particularly pronounced in ECB+.

Using knowledge distilled from FTRs, we are
able to make more correct coreference decisions
than plain Longformer, even without using the ra-
tionale in the input at inference time. This holds
true across both ECB+ and GVC test sets. Our
method also establishes a new baseline for the
AIDA Phase 1 corpus.

Qualitative Analysis Table 4 presents two test
samples from each dataset that our best model clus-
tered successfully and plain Longformer did not.
We present snippets of the FTRs generated for these
samples as well. As FTRs were not included in the
input to the model during inference, these simply
serve to provide an additional way of interpreting
the results, by showcasing the kind of information
contained within an FTR that, when distilled into
the student model, plausibly contributes to a correct
coreference linkage:

(a) Although both documents refer to a 6.1 magni-
tude earthquake in Aceh, the mention trigger
in Document B actually refers to the 2004
tsunami that hit the same region. The FTR
mentions this distinction in context.

(b) The two mentions contain the same elements
(organizations, prices) but in a different order.
The FTR correctly ascribes the organizations
and the $5.4 million price to both documents.

(c) The two events take place in the same city
and the mentions actually have identical syn-
tax. However, the FTR correctly identifies
that they refer to different people and re-
gions/neighborhoods of Baltimore.

(d) Only Document A mentions the location
while only Document B mentions the name of
the wounded/deceased, but the FTR is able to
note that in one document there were 5 victims
while in the other there were 1+4 victims.

This shows that in areas like exposing alignment
or divergence between named entities, temporal
contexts, or syntax across mention pairs, FTRs are
providing useful information by making explicit
what may be implicit in the raw text. Our knowl-
edge distillation procedure is able to take this infor-
mation from the attention heads and hidden states
of the teacher model and project it into the student
model for finer-grained coreference decisions.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a novel event CDCR
technique that used free-text rationales from a gen-
erative LLM to provide additional supervisory sig-
nals for coreference. We accomplished this through
a combination of clustering rationale representa-
tions with the corresponding event mentions in a
student model’s space, and by distilling informa-
tion from the generative teacher model into the
smaller student. We achieved SOTA B3 scores on
the ECB+ and GVC benchmarks, and established
novel benchmark performance on the challenging
AIDA Phase 1 dataset. We also ablated the contri-
butions of different components of our model and
examined the kinds of information our model is
likely leveraging toward its performance.

It would be too strong a claim to say that the
generated FTRs consistently display coherent rea-
soning in and of themselves (for example, sample
(b) in Table 4 seems to treat the two mentions as
events occurring in sequence rather than to be con-
sidered in parallel; this may be an artifact of the au-
toregressive generation mechanism), but by forcing
the LLM to explicitly generate output concerning
the common entities and arguments of the events
in question, it is also forced to generate informa-
tion more explicitly relevant to coreference links
than just the event triggers themselves and immedi-
ately surrounding context. This resembles a "dense
paraphrasing"-like procedure (Tu et al., 2023) that



True Label Document A Document B

(a) Not coreferent 6.1-magnitude quake strikes Indonesia’s Aceh province 6.1-magnitude quake strikes Indonesia’s Aceh province in region
hit by 2004 tsunami

FTR sample: "In Document A, the earthquake is the primary focus, while in Document B, the earthquake is mentioned in the context of a tsunami
that occurred in 2004."

(b) Coreferent Advanced Micro Devices (NYSE: AMD) announced the largest
acquisition in its history Monday, paying about $5.4 billion to
acquire graphics chip specialist ATI Technologies.

RBC Capital Markets downgraded ATI Technologies to "sec-
tor perform" from "outperform" after Advanced Micro Devices
announced its intention to buy the Canadian graphics chip-maker
for $5.4 billion on Monday.

FTR sample: "[...] I see the phrase ‘paying about $5.4 billion to acquire graphics chip specialist ATI Technologies...’ Oh, so it’s ATI Technologies
that AMD acquired! Fast forward to Document B, and I see the same phrase ‘Advanced Micro Devices <m> announced </m> its intention to buy
the Canadian graphics chip-maker for $5.4 billion on Monday...’ Wait, what?! Didn’t we just establish that AMD acquired ATI Technologies?"

(c) Not coreferent D’kai Vanlandingham, 17, of Northeast Baltimore, was shot and
killed just after 10 p.m. Saturday on the 3400 block of Juneway
in Belair-Edison, police said.

Martin Ibarra, 35, of South Baltimore, was shot and killed shortly
before 10 p.m. Friday on the 1400 block of Ramsay St. in New
Southwest-Mount Clare, police said.

FTR sample: "In document A, the victim is identified as D’kai Vanlandingham, while in document B, the victim is named Martin Ibarra. [...]
Document A states that the incident happened on the 3400 block of Juneway in Belair-Edison, while document B mentions the 1400 block of Ramsay
St. in New Southwest-Mount Clare. [...] [T]here are two separate incidents involving people being shot and killed in different locations in Baltimore."

(d) Coreferent Two suspects were arrested Monday in the killing of a 38-year-
old man who died more than two weeks after he and four others
were wounded in a shooting outside a Little Rock home.

Five people, including Duhart, were injured. The other victims
involved in the shooting were identified as:

FTR sample: "[...] Document A is clear and specific [...]: The event occurred outside a Little Rock home. One person was killed, and four others
were injured. The event involved a shooting. From Document B, I know that five people, including Duhart, were injured [...]."

Table 4: Test samples from ECB+ (a–b) and GVC (c–d) that our method (Long+ROEC,+KD) links correctly and plain
Longformer (reproduced according to Ahmed et al. (2023)) fails on. Mention triggers are underlined. As these
are test samples, the presented abridged FTR samples are not included in the input for inference, but are given as
examples of the kinds of information our model is likely to incorporate in making its decision.

provides enriched event descriptions that we then
distill into our model using ROEC and knowledge
distillation from the teacher distribution.

Our results demonstrate that although imperfect,
automatically-generated rationales for event coref-
erence contain useful information toward the deci-
sion. Using AI-generated rationales as soft-labels
might prove useful as a way to decrease annotator
workload in cognitively-heavy tasks like annotating
coreference resolution corpora (Zhao et al., 2023a).

This opens the way to future work to improve
the utility of FTRs. For example, filtering methods
may be used to exclude FTRs with lower-quality
coreference knowledge. Techniques such as West
et al. (2022) that employ a separate but smaller
critic model can be trained on a small sub-sample
of high-quality rationales written by trained coref-
erence annotators, to further enhance coreference-
specific knowledge distillation with lower annota-
tion expenses. FTRs generated using a more pow-
erful model like GPT-4 could also be beneficial
in extending extant CDCR corpora with more ex-
plicit soft-labels and can likely enhance systems
that need to detect cross-subtopic coreference in
corpora such as FCC (Bugert et al., 2020), albeit at
the cost of accessibility to the source model. FTRs
with validated gold cluster-level information could
be leveraged especially in preclustering to reduce
cross-computations, making such systems more
generalizable.

Limitations

While our results demonstrate that automatically-
generated rationales for event coreference contain
useful information toward the decision, there re-
mains the fact that like all current generative AI
models, LLaMA 2-7B-Chat may "hallucinate" or
output fallacious information. For instance, for a
GVC mention pair A: "3-year-old shot, killed in
Stockon while riding in car." and B: "The girl, iden-
tified as Melanie Martinez of Stockton, was the only
person in the vehicle who was hit by the shots, and
her family drove her straight to a nearby hospital,
according to police. She was pronounced dead at
the hospital.", the generated FTR mentions that
"Both documents mention the girl was pronounced
dead at a hospital." However, this fact was only
mentioned in the second document. We designed
our study with the goal of minimizing such occur-
rences (see Appendix B), but the frequency and
effect of such hallucinations remains to be investi-
gated.

On the zero-shot results comparisons, there may
be some sensitivity to the prompt given to the two
competing models. Some surface-level prompt en-
gineering was conducted to ensure that the models
only provided one word answers in the zero-shot
setting and could make a coreference distinction
in clear cases, in order to provide a reasonable and
evaluable baseline comparison. As the focus of
this paper is not on prompt engineering for closed



models, we did not investigate this further.
Our results should be considered in the context

of the entire pipeline. There are many ways to
preprocess CDCR corpora to render the task more
tractable. We eschewed the document clustering
step of many popular methods due to computa-
tional expense and tendency to exclude many valid
inter-cluster links (see Sec. 2). That left us two
filtering strategies from recent work: Held et al.
(2021)’s discourse modeling in the latent space and
Ahmed et al. (2023)’s heuristic filtering. Ahmed
et al. (2023)’s method is faster, so we used this pre-
processing step. Despite this, we were still able to
exceed Held et al. (2021)’s B3 F1 scores on ECB+
and GVC.

Given the nature of their subject material, the
Gun Violence and AIDA Phase 1 corpora may be
troubling to some, including, apparently, a gener-
ative LLM. For 167 of 7,314 (∼2.28%) of AIDA
Phase 1 samples and 80 out of 10,355 (∼0.77%)
of GVC, LLaMA 2-7B-Chat would not generate a
definite answer for the event pair when evaluated
in the zero shot setting, citing ethical and moral
standards and the fact that the event mentions (and
therefore prompt) contained descriptions of vio-
lence and harm. These samples had to be discarded
from evaluation. This effect was not observed when
using LLaMA 2-7B-Chat to generate the FTRs for
training our methods.
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A Package and Pre-/postprocessing
Details

We use the pretrained Longformer-base weights
as they appear in the HuggingFace library.4

4https://huggingface.co/allenai/
longformer-base-4096

For LLaMA 2-7B-Chat, we use the downloaded
weights from Meta5 which were then converted
to the HuggingFace Transformers format for their
pretrained libraries. For zero-shot evaluation using
GPT-3.5-Turbo, we use OpenAI’s completions
API gateway.6 We use the NLTK library7 for tok-
enization when generating the rationale statistics
at the token-level. For lemma-based heuristic can-
didate event generation, we use the popular spaCy
Lemmatizer pipelines8. For getting the final coref-
erence clusters after creating the affinity graph
(post-transitive closure), we use the CoVal corefer-
ence scorer (Moosavi et al., 2019).

B Further Details on Motivation for
Design Choices

Exclusion of repulsive regularization during
ROEC Since our rationales are abductive in na-
ture and have been conditioned on the gold coref-
erence labels, it is likely that the step-by-step rea-
soning contains valid reasoning steps in support of
the label, regardless of the actual status of the label
(coreferent or not). Such informativeness of inter-
mediate reasoning steps have also been observed in
previous work (Wiegreffe et al., 2022) that suggests
that a general purpose LLM can still generate plau-
sible explanations given a task, even if it displays
sub-par performance on the task itself especially in
zero-shot evaluations.

Since our rationales incorporate multiple angles
of reasoning about coreference, we hypothesize
that the regularization process should only reward
event representations that form similar clusters
while events from separate clusters should remain
unrewarded during training. This is because ratio-
nales for these events could still contain plausible
hypotheses consistent with the cluster label. There-
fore, we do not include a repulsive regularization
component commonly used for creating separable
clusters in pretraining event coreference models as
seen in Kenyon-Dean et al. (2018) and Held et al.
(2021).

Choice of temperate parameter The tempera-
ture we use for FTR generation (0.7) is the de-
fault value in LLaMA 2-7B-Chat. This creates con-
trolled and focused responses to prompts without

5https://ai.meta.com/llama/
6https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/

text-generation/completions-api
7https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.html
8https://spacy.io/api/lemmatizer
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being fully deterministic. A conservative sampling
strategy helps keep diversity of tokens in the ratio-
nales without added randomness that could negate
the gold label or generate out-of-context outputs.
Initial experimentation demonstrated 0.7 to be a
reasonable value and a test of temperature values
was determined to be out of scope for the paper.

Heuristic threshold optimization The threshold
for the heuristic used to preprocess the data accord-
ing to Ahmed et al. (2023)’s method is optimized
using the validation data to minimize the loss of
truly coreferent pairs, while pruning the large num-
ber of non-informative true negative mentions dur-
ing candidate selection. A lower threshold also lets
us select lexically misleading mention pairs that
are actually not coreferent (hard negatives), that the
heuristic fails on. These pairs are frequently seen in
CDCR corpora, particularly in GVC (Vossen et al.,
2018).

Since our rationales are defined as a one-to-one
map with the corresponding mention pairs, such
hard negatives paired with their rationales provide
a richer signal during ROEC optimization. This
helps the student model distinguish between pairs
in the coreference cluster graph. Due to the sparsity
of CDCR links (Bugert et al., 2021b), the heuris-
tic maintains a class balance between positive and
negative pairs without resorting to a document clus-
tering step. This allows pairwise classifiers to learn
more efficiently from a relatively balanced class
distribution.

C Additional Results Tables

In Tables 5–7, we present commonly used CDCR
metrics (Moosavi et al., 2019), comparing our sys-
tems’ performances on ECB+, GVC, and AIDA
Phase 1 to zero-shot evaluations, and previous base-
lines where available, to aid in future comparisons.
We show MUC (Vilain et al., 1995), B3 (Bagga
and Baldwin, 1998), CEAFe, and CoNLL F1 (the
average of MUC, B3 and CEAFe F1) scores. Al-
though we do not always beat previous evaluations
on EBC+ and GVC on all metrics, we frequently
either do with at least one of our methods, or re-
main extremely competitive, to within at most 5 F1
points—the difference is usually within fractions
of a point.

In coreference tasks, choice of metric reflects
heavily in the results. For instance, almost 33% of
the ECB+ dataset across all three splits consists of
singleton mentions, and MUC score is not as sen-

sitive to the presence of singletons as B3. On the
other hand, CEAFe’s alignment algorithm tends to
ignore correct coreference decisions when response
entities are misaligned (Moosavi and Strube, 2016).

D Zero-Shot Prompt Design

The prompt formats used for zero-shot evalua-
tion of LLaMA 2-7B-Chat and GPT-3.5-Turbo are
given below.

LLAMA 2-7B-CHAT ZERO-SHOT

PROMPT FORMAT

SYSTEM_PROMPT: Think step by step. You
are a coreference annotator and you have to
make a decision about two events marked
with <m> and </m> tokens. You are given
two sentences. Answer in one word if they
are talking about different events or the
same event.
USER_PROMPT: Sentence 1 is: {sen-
tence_1}. Sentence 2 is: {sentence_2}.
Your answer:

GPT-3.5-TURBO ZERO-SHOT PROMPT

FORMAT

SYSTEM_PROMPT: You are a coreference
annotator and you have to make a decision
about two events marked by <m> and </m>
tokens. You are given two sentences. An-
swer in one word if they are talking about
the same event: that is, if they are corefer-
ent.
USER_PROMPT: sentence_1: {sentence_1}
sentence_2: {sentence_2}

E Quality of Free Text Rationales

To evaluate the quality of information presented
through the rationales, we presented human evalua-
tors with a set of questions about a small sample of
generated FTRs. The questions were inspired by
Wiegreffe et al. (2021) and sought to assess factors
like fact content, relevancy, plausibility, and the
quality of the reasoning process demonstrated in
the written output, according to humans.

Four evaluators (all adult English speakers) took
a survey containing pairs of event mentions from
two different documents (6 pairs each drawn from
the ECB+ and GVC corpora), the ground truth label
(which was also given to LLaMA 2-7B-Chat for
generation), and the generated inner monologue



MUC B3 CEAFe CoNLL

R P F1 R P F1 R P F1 F1

Caciularu et al. (2021) 87.1 89.2 88.1 84.9 87.9 86.4 83.3 81.2 82.2 85.6
Held et al. (2021) 87.0 88.1 87.5 85.6 87.7 86.6 80.3 85.8 82.9 85.7
Yu et al. (2022) 88.1 85.1 86.6 86.1 84.7 85.4 79.6 83.1 81.3 84.4
Ahmed et al. (2023) (w/o oracle) 80.0 87.3 83.5 79.6 85.4 82.4 83.1 75.5 79.1 81.7
LLaMA 2-7B-Chat (zero-shot) 84.2 76.3 80.1 82.7 73.2 77.7 67.5 77.2 72.0 76.6
GPT-3.5-Turbo (zero-shot) 81.7 81.0 81.4 81.0 78.6 79.8 76.1 77.0 76.5 79.2
Longpaired 81.5 84.1 82.8 81.1 82.4 81.8 79.4 76.5 77.9 80.8
Long+ROEC,-KD (ours) 79.4 92.4 85.4 79.8 93.1 85.9 89.1 76.1 82.1 84.5
Long-ROEC,+KD (ours) 78.2 90.6 83.9 79.4 90.2 84.4 87.9 75.4 81.2 83.2
Long+ROEC,+KD (ours) 84.1 92.0 87.9 82.4 91.7 86.8 88.9 80.5 84.5 86.4

Table 5: ECB+ test set evaluation results.

MUC B3 CEAFe CoNLL

R P F1 R P F1 R P F1 F1

Bugert et al. (2021a) 78.1 66.3 71.7 73.6 49.9 59.5 38.2 60.9 47.0 59.4
Held et al. (2021) 91.8 91.2 91.5 82.2 83.8 83.0 75.5 77.9 76.7 83.7
Ahmed et al. (2023) (w/o oracle) 84.0 91.1 87.4 79.0 76.4 77.7 69.6 52.5 59.9 75.0
LLaMA 2-7B-Chat (zero-shot) 93.9 84.3 88.8 89.5 38.1 53.4 28.9 54.9 37.9 60.0
GPT-3.5-Turbo (zero-shot) 88.6 81.9 85.1 82.6 35.4 49.6 27.1 41.1 32.7 55.8
Longpaired 89.6 92.2 90.8 86.4 66.7 75.3 66.2 59.2 62.5 76.2
Long+ROEC,-KD (ours) 91.9 92.5 92.2 86.8 75.3 80.6 66.9 65.3 66.1 79.6
Long-ROEC,+KD (ours) 91.3 95.1 93.2 86.0 79.2 82.5 76.6 65.5 70.6 82.1
Long+ROEC,+KD (ours) 91.6 94.2 92.9 86.7 82.1 84.3 75.8 68.1 71.7 83.0

Table 6: GVC test set evaluation results.

MUC B3 CEAFe CoNLL

R P F1 R P F1 R P F1 F1

LLaMA 2-7B-Chat (zero-shot) 69.1 65.9 67.5 60.0 39.7 47.8 45.7 51.0 48.2 54.5
GPT-3.5 Turbo (zero-shot) 55.6 71.4 62.5 54.4 57.7 56.0 63.0 42.7 50.9 56.5
Longpaired 57.5 76.4 65.6 54.4 62.4 58.1 68.0 44.4 53.7 59.1
Long+ROEC,-KD (ours) 56.9 87.7 69.1 52.3 73.7 61.2 83.1 47.6 60.5 63.6
Long-ROEC,+KD (ours) 60.2 88.1 71.5 53.0 73.3 61.5 81.7 48.8 61.1 64.7
Long+ROEC,+KD (ours) 60.6 90.6 72.6 53.3 81.5 64.5 85.3 50.0 63.0 66.7

Table 7: AIDA Phase 1 test set evaluation results.

FTR (see Fig. 4). They were asked to answer
seven multiple choice questions for each sample,
designed to explore various aspects of the inner
monologue-based explanation.

The questions included:

• Factuality: How factual is this Inner
Monologue-based explanation? (generally
true/partially true/generally false/not enough
information)

• Relevance: Is the Inner Monologue-based ex-
planation relevant to the context? (yes/no)

• New Information: Does the Inner Mono-
logue sample provide new facts, information,
or reasoning not stated in the pair of docu-
ments explicitly? (yes/no)

Figure 4: Rationale sample presented to evaluators.



Figure 5: Average scores for inner monologue samples
generated from ECB+ and GVC.

• New Information Relevance: If you an-
swered yes to the above question, is the new
information or reasoning relevant to justifying
the facts about the events? (yes/no/not enough
information)

• Gold Label: How much information does
the Inner Monologue sample have to justify
the facts about the two events? (enough/not
enough/more than enough/can’t say)

• Plausibility: Is the Inner Monologue sample
acceptable or plausible considering the con-
text? (yes/no/can’t say)

• Inner Speech Overlap: If you were to use
your own inner-monologue-based reasoning
to arrive at the FACT, how much of an over-
lap does your thought-pattern have with the
given Inner Monologue? (high overlap/some
overlap/minimal overlap/no overlap)

Annotations were performed by members of the
SIGNAL lab in the course of their normal duties.
A different set of 4 annotators were used to assess
samples from each corpus—2 male and 2 female
in each set. Annotators had some casual exposure
to the problem of CDCR but no other prior experi-
ence in the task. The survey was determined to be
Not Human Subjects Research by the institutional
review board.

The answers were then mapped to numerical
values following the template of Wiegreffe et al.
(2022). Yes/no answers were mapped to -1/1.
Answers to the multiple-choice questions were
mapped to -1 (negative valence), 0 (uninforma-
tive/neutral), 0.5 (partially positive valence, where
relevant), or 1 (positive valence). Figure 5 shows
average scores for inner monologue samples on the
above questions.

FTRs generated from both datasets were rated as
highly factual, showing that they were representing
accurate information about the events concerned.
GVC FTRs were rated as more highly relevant than
ECB+ FTRs. This may reflect the low topic diver-
sity of GVC (since all events concern gun violence,
as long as the FTR remains on-topic, it remains rele-
vant). Negative scores for new information on both
datasets indicate a challenge in generating content
not already mentioned in the source material. This
suggests a potential area for improvement in terms
of content generation fidelity. Where the FTR intro-
duced new information, evaluators of ECB+ FTRs
found this information more relevant than evalu-
ators of GVC FTRs (this may also be a sparsity
effect). FTRs from both datasets were rated as
highly plausible, indicating similar levels of log-
ical coherence in their inner monologue samples.
When asked to assess the level of overlap between
how the FTR proceeded and how they would think
about the question if using inner speech, evaluators
rated this highly.

We calculated Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff,
2011) as a metric of evaluator agreement. We found
that α ≈ .22 for ECB+ FTRs and α ≈ .06 for
GVC FTRs. While the average scores above in-
dicate that the generated FTRs appear to contain
information for coreference decisions that humans
consider useful, the annotator agreement scores in-
dicate the subjective nature of the evaluation task.
Conditioning generation on the gold label, and pro-
viding the label to the annotators, places controls
on human evaluation of rationales, since annotators
tends to inject bias against rationales when they dis-
agree with the gold label (Wiegreffe et al., 2022).
Untrained humans often weigh the same informa-
tion significantly differently in the same task (Zhao
et al., 2023a).

F Okay, Let’s Do This?

The title of our paper comes from the fact that
LLaMA 2-7B-Chat begins its FTRs with a "chatty"
introductory sentence before starting to generate
content regarding the event pair. "Okay, let’s do
this!" is one of the most frequent (and amusing) in-
troductory sentences occurring in our FTR corpus.
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